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Topography controls many land surface processes. This manuscript combined an existing
parameterization for solar radiation over complex terrain with a novel hierarchical
multivariate clustering algorithm in GFDL. This work is very interesting and promising for
applying in land surface models. However, how the authors considered the land cover
types with different albedo values and energy balance is not clear; the performance of the
proposed tile-level methods against the original grid-cell level methods for calculating
regional average values is unknown; and more details in the physical explanations of
some equations needs to be clarified,. Besides, how will the authors combine their tile
separating and the existing tile schemes in GFDL? Please see below for my specific
comments.

Major comments:

Line108-109: the authors stated that in GFDL, the diffuse radiation received by the
(flat) surface corresponds here to the sum of Fdif and Fcoup. If so, how did the authors
calculate Fdif and Fcoup in Eq.1 for GFDL?
Eq. 1 and line 260: how did the authors consider the land surface with different albedo
(e.g., snow and vegetation)? Different land cover types may have different albedo and
thus different reflected energy from adjacent terrain.
Eq. 2: here the irradiance Ek,l is based on horizontal plane or the inclined plane of pixel
k,l? Please give more physical explanations for equation 2.
Line 264-266: please give more details about the energy conservation and albedo
modification.
Line 273-274: will their difference be larger for cloudy condition?
Figure 5: why can sky view factors be larger to 1?
Eq. 12: is this method only empirical?
How about the performance of the proposed tile-level methods against the original grid-
cell level methods for calculating regional average values?
The authors presents the results based on the corrected factors in Eq.1. However, they



may be not easy to understand. How about presenting some results about the radiation
fluxes directly, which will be more clearer for the readers?
The authors proposed tile-level topographic correction methods for solar radiation over
complex terrain. However, current sub-grid tile schemes in GFDL consider different soil
and vegetation, and topographic characteristics for simulating water and carbon cycles.
How did the authors merge their clustering methods for radiation and the existing
scheme in GFDL for other processes?

Minor comments:

Line 16-18: It will be better to show some quantitative metrics rather than only
descriptive expression.
Line 42: why did the author call this method ‘WLH’?
Line 60-85: these summarize the objective and work of this paper. I suggest the
authors simplify them for making them clearer.
Line124-125: Citing the corresponding papers may be better.
Line 93: how about vegetation with different PFTs?
Line 207: kp -> k*p?
Line 413: he -> the
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